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Jeet Kune Do master Chris Kent's introduction to
Bruce Lee's art was a rare one: in1973, while Lee

was still alive, he became the last and youngest
member inducted into the famed 'backyard JKD'
group run by Guro Dan lnosanto. He went on

to study under Inosanto for more than 13 years,

travelling with him around the US and abroad, fast

developing a knack for critical thinking alongside
his skills with foot and fist. Now more than 40
years later, Kent has authored numerous books and
videos on JKD, and is seen as one of the world's
foremost teachers of the art as well as a fervent
propagator of Lee's philosophy. In the lead-up to
his 2017 workshops in Sydney on 9-10 December,
Kent gave Blitz the low-down on his history and the
progression of Lee's art.

Chris, how did you come to taught in a gym in his baclq'ard'
join such a privileged group They also told me that while

as those training in Guro Dan they could not give me his phone

lnosanto's 'backyard JKD' number, it was in the phone

sessions? And were you ready book. So I found it and called

for what followed? him. It took about a month of
When I returned from living ca1ls before I actually got to

in England for a year, I began speak to Dan personally, and he

training in Five Animal gung fu informed me that he only taught

[kung fu] under Grandmaster 12 people and that he might start

Ark Y. Wong in Los Angeles' another class soon and for me

Chinatown. During that time to call back in a week. So I did.

I read two articles about JKD: This went on for another couple

Bruce Lee's'Liberate Yourself of weeks and I guess I must

from Classical Karate' and Dan have worn him down, because

Inosanto's 'lKD is Fast, Powerful, eventually he invited me to come

and Deceptivel I decided down to his house to talk. So I
I wanted to learn IKD, so went down and as the class was

contacted Black Belt fmagazine] going on we chatted. At the end

to find out how I could go about of the class he invited me to start

it. They informed me that Bruce training. I was 17-and-a-half

Lee was in Hong Kong and years old.

that Dan Inosanto was the only I cannot say I was ready for

person teaching iKD, and he what followed, because I had
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never done anlthing iike JKD
before. My martial art journey

began when I began studying

Kodenkan judo and jujitsu at

Santa Monica YMCA when

I was 14 years o1d. I also did
Shotokan karate for a short

while until I had a knee injury
playing soccer. But none ofmy
previous training prepared me

for training in JKD. I never

did an1'thing like hitting focus

gloves, kicking hear'y bags and

kicking shields, or gloving up

and sparring.

What key elements of the
way those early sessions were
conducted have you tried to
emulate in your own training
and classes going forward -
and are there any that you

and/or Guro Dan have seen a

need to change?

The elements I have always

maintained since I began

training are the use of alive and

realistic training methods, the

use ofequipment in developing

and enhancing performance, and

cultivating critical-thinking skills

and problem-solving skills. JKD
is about personal cultivation and

becoming a creative, liberated

martial artist. Of course things
have changed through the

years, but often this is more a

case of an evolution in such

things as training methodology,

conditioning, and increasing

one's understanding and

functional working knowledge

in different elements that

make up JKD such as striking,
grappling, etc. It's not a matter
of changing simply for the sake

of doing something different.

Change has to lead to some form
nf i mnrn-'omont

Bruce Lee often talked
about simplicity being the
goal of practice; for example,
"lt's not the daily increase but
daily decrease. Hack away

at the unessential." Indeed,

this idea is echoed by martial
arts masters acr055 the eons:

when it comes to combat,
less is more. And yet, many
JKD masters such as yourself

and Guro Inosanto could be

called'living encyclopedias'
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of martial arts having learned
thousands of techniques and
variations over the years. How
do you maintain a reaction-
ready arsenal when constantly
working on so many other
methods and techniques? And
is there a point where adding
new things serves only to
dilute rather than develop?

Well. first of all. I do
not consider myself a living
encyclopedia of anything. My
focus has and always will be |eet
Kune Do, as weil as the Filipino
arts known as kali, escrima,

arnis, or whatever. I would

definitely consider Sifu Dan to
be an encyclopedia, but that is

his direction, which is different
from mine. Dan loves to keep

learning new arts and different
things, and then he shares

those arts and things with other
people. What they get or take

from these arts is entirely up to
them. The problem is that many

people look at what he is doing
and say, "Well, that is Jeet Kune

Dol'And in one way it could be

considered following the JKD
principle of investigating other
martial arts, but in another
way it isnt, because iL is not

about ending up with a single,

cohesive art that is custom-fitted
to the indMdual. I think that
one of the biggest probiems

in the martial art world is that
many people confuse Sifu Dan's

personal path and evolution as a

martial artist as being the art of
|KD itself.

And yes, continually
accumulating and adding can

become a problem, because

ifyou are continually adding
you will have little time for
refining. And there is also a vast

difference between accumulating
and absorbing. Absorbing means

that you take something into
your structure and it becomes
part ofyour structure, not just

an addition. As Tim Tackett and

I wrote in ow book lun Fan/

Jeet Kune Do - The Textbook,lf
you take copper and zinc and

combine them together you end

up with the alloy brass. Now the

copper and zincare both part

ofbrass, b
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ofbrass, but can you see them

separate? No. So in the same waY

it's not about simply collecting a

bunch of different metals such

as gold, silver, platinum, coPPer

steel, aluminum, and whatnot,

and having them all sitting there

as separate metals; it's about

ending up with a single metal

lu'hich contains all of the other

elements within it. I know this

may be a long-winded answer,

but I think that is one of the

biggest problems that exists rn

the JKD world today.

Bruce Lee said, "Man, the

living creature, the creating
individual, is always more
important than any established
style or system," and, "Always
be yourseif, express yourself,

have faith in yourself, do
not go out and look for a

successful PelsonalitY and

duplicate it." Some might
see perhaps an irony or
contradiction, then, in the

idea of forming a Eroup such

as the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do

Nucleus to protect or codify
Bruce Lee's'original art'. l-low

do these two ideas coexist -
propagating Lee's'way' and

technical legacy while actuallY
pursuing self-exPression and

without boLlndaries and labels?

We11, while both of the above

quotes are true, they, as well as all

other quotes, have to be taken in

proper context. As with religion'

politics or an1-thing else, one can

always look for and find quotes

to help forward one's agenda

or point of view. For example, I
could easily look at the first quote

and pu1l out Bruce's quote about,
"Whiie there may be no such

things as a system offighting,
there is, however, a definite,

systematic and progressive

approach to trainingi'It's all

in how one interprets things.

Now, when it comes to politics,

interpretation ar-rd propagation,

jKD has without doubt become

one ofthe biggest hornet's nests

in martial art history. Who is

right and who is wrong? Who

has gotif andnho doesnt? \Nho

is certified and who isnt? And
all this crap. Let me attempt to

straighten out some of this stuff
dealing with the Jun Fan leet
Kune Do Nucleus for people.

The fundamental idea of the

formation of lvhat eventually

became knorvn as the Jun Fan

]eet Kune Do Nucleus came

about as an attempt to help sort

out some of the chaos in the IKD
r,vorld for people so that they

could have a clear perception and

understanding ofwhat Bruce Lee

was doing with regard to his art

and philosophy. It \vas lo creale

something which could share all

of Bruces note>. ideas. thoughls.

etc. nith f KD practitioners and

instructors around the wor1d,

both at the time and for future

generations of practitioners. It

was not about codifying and

toncretising' the art of fKD or

attempting to control |KD.
I had been part ofanother

gror"rp that attempted to do the

same thing almost 20 Years

before, and had seen causes

and reasons for the failure and

dissolution of the organisation

then, so I was adamant in
trying to help this ns$r grouP

avoid such pitfalls. But lvhen

you looked about in the JKD
world you could see some

people doirrg things that in no

n ay resembled r'r'hat Bruce was

doing himself or even followed

the principles put forth in lKD,
but calling it'JKD' under the

umbrella term of toncepts' or

whatever. Horvever, ifyou asked

these people lo define exacllY

ithat concept or prirrciple they

were follorving, it all went back

to,'Well, Iin expressing rnyself

and that is |KDi And that is

incorrect. And even today I hear
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people talking about how fKD
is all about persorral expression

and then doing exactly the same

thing as their instructor does.

They teach the same systems and
techniques and look like replicas
oftheir teacher, so is that not
a contradiction?

The other thing people need
to understand concerning the
formation of the IFJKD Nucleus
is that Sifu Dan Inosanto was

asked to be part ofthe founding
group and in fact did attend the
first meeting. However, when
he decided not to be a part of
it (as he did with regard to the
other group I spoke ofearlier),
what followed from many of the
people under Dan was a massive

misinformation campaign
against the organisation and its
intentions. And I have to say

that some of the accusations

and comments that were made
against Linda Lee Cadwell as

well as other members of the
group by some people in the
upper echelon in the JKD world
were absolutely disrespectful and
downright insulting. But as far as

I'm concerned, all of that is water
under the bridge now. I stepped

down from the Nucleus in2002
to pursue my own endeavours.

You are one of a few JKD
instructors who has really
focused on learning savate.
With American kickboxing
(essentially karate and TKD
merged with boxing) and muay
Thai on hand, why seek out
savate? What does it offer that
is better or different?

I studied and trained in
boxe Francaise/savate and
earned a'teacher' credential in
it not because I wanted to teach
savate, but because I found their
training methodology very
functional and applicable to

iKD. First, they wear shoes when
they train and fight, as we do
in JKD, so different areas of the
foot such as the sole or toes can
be used in striking (although one
ofthe coaches, Robert Paturel,
told me that unlike in the ring,
in street savate you can also use

the shin when you kick). Their
ability to combine kicking and

USE.
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striking at various ranges and
while moving off angle to the
opponent also appealed to me.

Make no mistake. muay Thai is

a fantastic art, and I have trained
in it with friends and absorbed
some training principles and
methodology into my structure.
I have nothing but respect for
the art. But as with anl.thing
I do, I want to know how it
can help me develop totality. I
remember Sifu Dan telling me
years ago, "Chris, some people

SO I BEI.IEUE

G000

tlug'with their feet, and some
people'box'with their feet. You
want to develop the ability to do
both. That's JKD."

Guro Inosanto is one of
many JKD teachers who
has embraced the changes
that have come with MMA,
and learned what is useful
from that field as any other.
How has the MMA/BJJ
boom changed or informed
your way of training over
the past 15-to-20 years?

Yes, probably in much the
same way as Sifu Dan: staf ng
up to date with modern training
methods and protocols, and
cultivating skills in different
eiements. JKD has always been
about totality in martial arts,
so it has aiways been aboul
developing skills in all aspects

offighting such as striking
and grappling, which MMA
has evolved into. However, the
fundamental difference being
that a lot of MMA has become
a combative sport, whereas

iKD has always been about self-

defence. Remember when the
jiu-jitsu boom first hit and rn
MMA fights the jiu-jitsu guys

would always win? However,
over time the pendulum began
to swing back the other way
as people developed skills to
offset and counter the jiu-jitsu
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guys. Now you see many more
knockouts in standing positions
than you did in the early MMA
days. It is much more about
the individual and their well-
rounded arsenal of skills.

What value, if any, does
competition (MMA or any other
kind) have to the JKD way of
training and self-devel0pment?

Weli first of ail, in any form
ofsport, the rules ofthe sport
dictate the direction ofone's
training. So while MMA is more
about totality, there are rules and
regulations which prohibit the
use ofcertain things (as it well
should be). I think it would be

impossible to legally conduct
all-out, no-rules fights; however,
as Bruce Lee noted. sparring is

the acid test for what you know
and can really use. So I believe
MMA can serve as a good
testing ground for developing
well-rounded martial art skills
and abilities.

How important is weaponry
training for the average martial
arts student, and how relevant
is it likely to be to their daily
life? Are there reasons besides
direct practical application to
study in this realm?

In todays Western world, I
dont think most people are going
to be walking around carrying
a stick, sword, staff or axe with
them. If you live in some other
countries you might, but not lin
Lhe USAI. However, by training
with weapons, one can develop
a very good knowledge and
understanding ofwhat a person
armed with a weapon may
anempt to do to you, which is

far better than merely assuming
you know what they might try
to do. And you can develop your
abilities to deal more effectively
with them. In addition, I
personally think it is enjoyable to
learn how to use various types of
weapons. It doesnt matter what
culture it is from; one person
might like to learn how to use a

Japanese katana, while another
might enjoy learning to use a

medieval broadsword.
What did your study in

physiology and kinesiology

involve and what did you
learn from each that has
informed your martial arts
practice and teaching?

I was blessed to have a

great teacher and guide in Dan
Inosanto. He was a physical
education teacher at the time I
began training under him. One
of the things he stressed to me
was that ifyou are interested
in something, find out about
it, educate yourself about it.
Whether you took a class on
it at a school or researched it
yourself was unimportant -just learn. Some people learn
better on their own than they
do in a class, and sometimes
you actually learn more on your
own because you do not have to
follow the school's protocols for
study. For myself, I have aiways
been interested in the human
body and brain and what they
can do. So I took classes as

well as did my own research
on various subjects that dealt
with the body and mind, and
saw application of some of
the knowledge to what I was

doing. I also love teaching,
so I am continually studying
and working to become a

better teacher.

Concussion, CTE and head
trauma from both fight sports
and NFL have been big news
in recent times, and we've
just seen the removal of head
gear from men's Olympic
boxing due to the results of an
expansive study on its effect.
One of your own students is a
neurosurgeon, too. Has any of
this altered your opinion on the
safest way to train peopleJ or
your practices?

Absolutely. While sparring is

an important aspect oftraining,
it is oniy one aspect. And one
does not need to go all-out rn
sparring to develop skills and
abiliLies. Once in a while it is
good so one really feeis the
pressure, but one does not need
to have their nose broken in
order to know they took a good
shot. This is another thing I
learned from Dan: he related
the fact that in the o1d days the

American football teams used to
play full-out scrimmages every
day during practice, and then
when game day came around,
oftentimes a number of their
players had injuries. Nowadays
teams practise reaiistic drills and
conditioning and are in peak

condition for the game. People

seem to forget that professional
MMA fighters get paid when
they fight, and so getting hit,
kicked or choked comes with
the territory. But for the average

martial art practitioner, such is
not the case. I
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